
Nomin is the Co-Founder at blixr - the only voice-based social app. The app is designed to help everyone
connect for real through an end-to-end experience and ethical algos, which are anti-superficial, non-
addictive and non-invasive. Voice brings a new level of excitement, intimacy and authenticity which
leads to deeper connections & improved wellbeing.

At blixr Nomin is responsible for branding, content management and marketing strategy. She co-
founded blixr in 2019 after noticing how even with the most advanced communication methods in
existence,  so many of us were feeling more disconnected than ever. Nomin spotted a gap in the market
for blixr and took on the challenge with her co-founders to not only redefine how people meet but also
what people do before and after they meet online.

Her motto for success in business is: “As Abraham Lincoln said: a goal properly set is halfway reached”.
Nomin believes that setting small, achievable goals is important in order to contribute to the bigger
picture. This is something learned from her mother and advice that Nomin still adheres to in business
today. 

Having seen her parents immigrate from Mongolia to Europe when she was 10 years old and build a
new life from scratch, Nomin was determined to launch a successful career. Prior to blixr, Nomin studied
law at the Université Libre de Bruxelles. However, after graduating, Nomin felt that she would be
unfulfilled in the corporate world. The turning point was when a friend of Nomin’s decided to pursue her
career in music instead of pursuing a corporate career. Seeing her friend follow her dreams inspired
Nomin to start following hers. 

The chance meeting with a friend in London in 2018, who was already working on concepts for a start-
up, gave Nomin the idea to launch an app. Nomin believes: “Our happiness is determined by the quality
of our relationships, which are sadly becoming more superficial – fuelled by the desire to curate ‘the
perfect life’ on social feeds.” She also says “I firmly believe that Gen Z is the most connected - yet many
of us feel emotionally disconnected. The very nature of social apps means we focus on accumulating
likes and followers, without enjoying the meaningful interactions that bring us together.”

When creating blixr, privacy and security are two factors that Nomin is particularly passionate about
from first-hand experience. Nomin and her friends have dealt with unsolicited messages from non-
matches on other social platforms after being stalked. It is for this reason blixr uses several manual and
automatic security protocols to address and avoid these issues, including: email verification, selfie
verification, ability to control who sees personally identifiable information and one touch quick access to
go invisible when you do not want people to see you. All matches made by the app expire after ten days
unless a date is set up - combating the long-term predatory techniques used by catfishers and thus
creating a healthier online environment.

Nomin is 28-years-old and spends her time between London and Brussels. She loves hanging out with
her 7-year-old brother and travelling - she also speaks four languages.
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